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Hypothesis: With the rampant corruption that engulfed 
South Africa’s government and civil service over the past 10 
years, the state-run National Lottery in South Africa was ripe 

for plundering. Gaming the Lottery, a three-year-long, 
ongoing investigation proved that this was true.

https://gamingthelottery.org/home.html




Structure of data-driven investigation







Tabula: https://tabula.technology



OpenRefine: https://openrefine.org



OpenRefine: https://openrefine.org



Tableau: https://public.tableau.com/profile/openup#!/vizhome/NLCFunding/Dashboard



Tableau

But as more data 
was added, the 
tool became 
less responsive. 
So we built this ...

https://salotterytool.org.za/



https://salotterytool.org.za/

To give you a 
sense of the 
extent of the 
corruption, we 
have highlighted 
dodgy grants in 
red. Grants we 
suspect are 
dodgy are in pink



EMIS: https://www.education.gov.za/Programmes/EMIS/EMISDownloads.aspx

One of the 
first dodgy 
grants we 
found was 
Konani Pfunzo

Why would a school 
with 168 learners 
need R55m?



The story that came from this data



Over 150 stories published exposing fraud, corruption, 
maladministration and nepotism involving Lottery funds, 
running into hundreds of millions of South African rands





The Internet never forgets https://web.archive.org/



Who is Phillemon Letwaba?



What if we plotted this graphically?



Tools we used
- Tableau
- Windeeds
- CIPC database
- Wayback machine + browser extension
- Google advanced search
- Tabula
- Open Refine
- DSD database of NPOs

Network of directors from CIPC



Collaboration
DDJ is a team sport

Be curious, interview 
your data

Journalism goes 
beyond he says/she 

says

Give your data a 
human face



Supported by:Partners:



Anatomy of a Lottery scam

Using free 
tools to track 

down the 
players



It began with an investigation into a R4.8-m
Lottery grant for an event in Gqeberha



A post on the Facebook page of the NPO that got the grant led us to two people of interest



Google led us to the LinkedIn page of the pastor. We found that she was CEO of Maru 
Ciberconnect



The next step was to use the B2B Hint tool in the Lottery tool to search for Maru Ciberconnect





We also found a list of the directors



And other companies in which 
they held directorships



Using the Lottery tool, we saw that it received a grant in the 2018/19 financial year



We then looked at linked companies, like House 
of Mercy, to identify other syndicate members





Finally, this story was published



IMPACT
● Presidential proclamation gazetted authoring the SIU to investigate the NLC

● Several criminal complaints lodged with police

● Criminal investigations by several law enforcement agencies underway

● Hawks set up task force to investigate criminal complaints against the NLC

● Legal action instituted to have a section of the Lotteries Act declared unconstitutional

● Complaint lodged with chartered accountancy watchdog body to have the National 
Lotteries Commission COO struck off

● Criminal complaint of fraud and racketeering lodged against the NLC’s board members
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